Bmw door handle light

Compliments of delmarco www. It took me 7 grueling days on my own to complete. The idea of
this DIY is to show you how you can do it in less time and with less headache, if you choose to
do it. I found it best starting with the drivers door first, rear doors next and finishing up on the
front passenger door. This insured that the hardest door was done and out the way first. You do
not want to start the easy doors first and then get to the hard door and realize you can't finished
your project or you under estimated the true difficulty of what you were doing. In saying this I'm
explicitly stating the Driver's door is by far the hardest of the doors. If you can do that door,
literally half the work is done and you can follow with the easier doors. Give yourself lots of time
to do this DIY. Make sure you really want this, because you do not want to be standing at
midnight in front of your car with the door panels off, battery unplugged, spools of wiring
around your feet and 20 screws and bolts in your pockets wondering what the hell possessed
you to do this. Start with a blueprint and outline for how you will do it. For me it was laying the
main wire branches first then going door to door tapping into the branch as I reached each
door. For you it could be drilling holes in the handles first then placing the LEDs bulbs and
wiring in all the doors before passing the wiring thru to the car and finding tap in points. Get
lots of wires and all the tools you need before. A couple of Slurpie straws and plastic skewer
made this DIY a lot easier. Get your LEDs pre-wired with retainers. I began by rolling the
windows all the way down and removing my door panel, unclipping the inside door handle latch
cable-thingy, unplugging the speakers and setting the door panel aside. At this stage I didn't
really find any "technical" need to unplug the battery because removal of the airbag is not
required but I did anyway just to be sure the thing didn't explode on me. Next I removed the
steering wheel's lower black panel and driver side footrest panel. The black panel came off
easily but the footrest panel took a while to figure out. The Haynes manual sort of hints that the
door sill needs to come off before this panel as it overlap it. And indeed the door sill overlaps
both the footrest panel as well as the B pillar base- which you will have to remove eventually.
The door sill is a beeyotch to remove. The clips are heavy duty and I found the ONLY way was
using my bare hands to grip the inside edge and squatting using all my arm and leg power to
pull it off. The middle clip of the sill trim came loose before the edges. And when the sill came
off I never even budged the outer clips, instead I broke the sill's clip holder groove on the
underside where the outer clips connect to the sill trim. Not bad because the trim will still go
back on as the groove that holds the clips isn't completely damaged and more than one clip in
point holds it in place. Also in future the sill should come off easier but I probably won't need to
remove it once I'm done as I'm laying down all my wiring for the door LEDs, rear fog, and PDC
onetime at the same time. As soon as the sill comes off, the footrest trim panel will slide right
out. Next I used an 8mm hex socket to remove the rubber connector head from the car side. I
could barely fit my ratchet in there and lucky for me the bolt was not tight at all and I ended up
using my finger and just the 8mm bit to unscrew the bolt. In future I need to pick up a smaller
ratchet head to remove the rubber connector tubes on the other doors I guessed not all the
bolts were going to be as easy and I was right. I next removed the tail end of the tube from the
door frame where it simply suctions over the hole that carries the wires into the door. Then I
disassembled the wire harness head. It cleaves into two halves. Slide off the blue lower cover.
Then pull up the top square bit simultaneously as you separate the halves. It is straight forward
once you visually grasp what you need to do. I realized my LED wires fished easily thru from the
foot well and out to the hole to the outside where the rubber connector joined the car. But I also
eventually realize that was not the way to do it. The next step took about 2 hrs figuring how to
get the my LED wires from the door side thru or around the rubber tube and into the car. First
off, kudos to all those that got their wiring around the outside of the rubber tube. That way
seemed more impossible to me as the rubber tube needs to be sealed flush against the holes in
the door and car and any LED. When a tear or unglued section of the door's inner vapour barrier
lets in tons of water I can't imagine what kind of flooding in your footwell a fully unsealed door
tube would cause. After two more hours of trail and error; I found that using a plastic skewer I
could literally thread the 18 gauge wire thru the tube one at a time from the tail end towards the
head. After getting the first 2 wires thru the tube gets real tight to thread anymore. So
designated the 2 wires already inside the tube as guide wires that would each fish out 2 more
wires totaling all the 4 wires I needed to get thru I heat shrink 2 wires to each guide wire already
in the tube and pulled the new wire sets one at a time thru leaving all my 4 wires one set for
inner handle LED and the other set for outer handle LED going thru the tube OEM style. Later
you can join the 20 gauge wire to the ends and run them up to the LED bulbs. After this I used a
soda straw to guide the car-bound end of the LED wires back into the foot well area. Next I
reconnected the harness head and sealed back up the rubber tube's sheath head into the car
making sure my LED wires were not pinched against the edge of the metal hole. Use your 8mm
bit to replace the tube's bolt. Then you can reseal the tail end of the tube back onto the

doorframe. The tail end should just pop back in. Go back into the car and find your foot well
lamp splice two really long 18 gauge wires about 20 feet long one each to power and groundthe brown wire of the two going into the lamp. Take these long wires out of the way by running
them along the length of the car to the rear seat. Remove the rear seat as you will run these
wires under them to the passenger side of the car. This will be your main branch line for the
outside handle LEDs. At each door you will splice off from these main wires your wiring that will
go into the door and power the LEDs see my blueprint diagram in the TIPS section. At the rear
passenger doors this is inside the lower half of the B Pillar Columns. The Columns slide right
off pulling them down and towards the center and front of the car once the front door sills have
been either removed or shifted off where the overlap the B Pillar base. You can also run the 18
gauge wiring thru the door jamb first before connecting on your 20 or 22 gauge wire to them.
You will repeat the same procedure for the interior door handle LEDs. There is three wires going
to the trunk lamp switch brown is ground and the grey wire with the red strip should be the
power for the dash lighting-it may vary for different cars so test it before sealing everything up.
Luckily for me it happened in the daytime. So there must be some sort of issues with tapping in
using those wires. So for now I recommend the trunk-open switch or another source that is
easy for you to get to in the car. Now after 3 to 4 days of trail and error and I will simply write
how I got it all to work on the driver's door and will tell you to basically repeat the same for all
doors leaving notes as to what varies between the doors. NOTE: If you are only doing interior
handles then skip the part for exterior handles vice versa. Save yourself the time and just go to
the part that is relevant to what you are doing. Begin by removing the outer door handle. On
sedans I realized it is different that coupes previously DIYed in the forums. Pluck it off with a
small flat head screw driver starting with the middle hump bit. Only then when that bit if off you
can remove the oval frame after. The frame does not come off before the middle bit. Get an Allen
wrench and unbolt the lock head's bold. It is a deep threaded bolt and will take lots of turning
and wiggling to remove. Keeping wiggling and pulling at the outer handle with your other hand
as you unscrew the bolt. This makes it easier. When done the outer door handle head will just
slide off if it is stuck you can push it from the backside thru the hole with a wide flat head
screwdriver. When the head is off you will use a Torx T15 driver to remover the pull handle via
the hole. This screw is not removable it only screws to a point and then the handle will come off.
Pull at the handle whiles unscrewing so you will know that the handle is free. Put a towel or
brace in the door jamb so it doesn't swing itself shut. Take your handle inside and begin
drilling. Drilling is straight forward. Drill your holes at an angle that favors the bulb pointing
slightly downward into the handle area. This sloping angle for the drill hole will prevent rain
water from running into the hole and will help direct the shine of the bulb down into the handle
and away from the face of the person opening the door. I used a 6V drill which not powerful at
all and it got perfect holes thru the handle that were big enough to fit the 5mm bulb retainer
firmly in place. The bulb retainer is a great help in simply holding the LED flush in place so there
is no play and no open gaps to let in moisture and water. I know some folks used glue and
sealant goop but the retainers make this so easy to remove and replace the LEDs. Well my
soldering job lasted all but 2 minutes after pulling the handle to open the door. I spent another
hour trying to get the soldering right because inside the door awaits too many snags and
objects and the sliding window glass that the wiring must pass over before exiting on the
vapour barrier side of the door. So the worse place to have a weak link in the wiring is the
middle of the wire where it passes thru the door. After an hour I gave up and just used my
pre-wired LEDs just as they were. Lo and behold I found that the pre-wired LED by itself fit
better and snugger in the handle than any other way. Pass the wire thru the door and around the
door glass. I found the lock pin hole to be the best exit point around all the in-door obstacles.
Use a soda straw to get the wire thru. Also on the handle itself it is best to snake the wires
under and to the front of the handles "pulling mechanism" or in front relative to where the T15
bolt screws in. NOTE about the wiring in the front door; the speaker magnets are very powerful
and it is near impossible to avoid them especially if you do the inner handles. My inner LED
bulb shorted out the minute I turned the radio on during a test. I saw that the wires ran over the
speaker magnet. This fixed it. When you are satisfied with the wiring of the outer handle, test
the bulb and then reassemble the handle completely making sure the T15 and the Allen Wrench
bolts are fully tightened. Test the bulb again; turning it on and pulling at the door handle AND
closing and opening the door-slam the door shut really hard and yank it open hard to make sure
everything remains intact and the bulb is still lit. Also put the windows up and back down again
to make sure nothing is snagging. From the front side the hole should be in the corner pocket
across from the level. Insert your 3mm LED bulbs and retainers in the hole and make sure the
wiring isn't in the way of any screw in anchor holes, the door handle's white connector and the
air bag deployment area. To wire up the rear doors you have to put the window all the way down

and close the door. Here the space to get the 8mm bold off the rubber tube head is slightly
narrower than the front door. Also my rear door bolts were tight so I spent an hour at Home
Depot looking for a really thin ratchet for these bolts. Once the tube is off, unbuckle the wire
harness into its two halves the same way you did the front door. You will notice there is far less
wiring traveling thru the tubes and snaking your wiring thru the tube is way easier and quicker
than the front door. Unlike the front drivers door, where I snaked the wires from outside in, here
I snaked the wires from inside the car at underside of the B pillar to outside then into the tube
and into the door. Tap in to your main branch wiring sets for outer and interior LEDs. For those
doing both the inside and outside handles mark the wiring with color tape so you will know
what is what because it gets confusing quickly as the wiring work builds up. See my pictures for
examples of how I did it. Note because the rear door area is so small relative to the front door
you can pass your wiring thru across the inside of the sliding window glass and make a small
horizontal cut in middle of the vapour barrier to pass your wiring thru. Do not tear the barrier at
the bottom, make a vertical cut or peel it off at the bottom seal without resealing it as your car
will be prey to floods on the carpet whenever it rains. The outer door handles have a different
style grommet to remove. It is a round black dot and the grommet lid just pops off with a flick of
a flat object. NOTE: the were two grommet dots on my car. You want the upper most one and
the larger of the two. Access to removing the outer handles is the same as the front door. Same
location of Allen screw and T15 bolts. The outer 5mm LED bulb placement , pig tail insertion
and exit points will be the same as the front door. Driverside door has been explained above.
Here are some pics of the inner door final wiring. The Passenger front door's only exception
here is the Glove Box NEEDS to be removed before the foot well panel in order to get into the
hole going to the rubber door tube. Unlike my previously owned E36 i the E46 Glove Box is easy
as pie to remove. Once the screws are off it just drops down and out with a tug. The foot well
panel is connected by door panel-like clips and just pops right off. The pass thru hole on this
side is either not as large as on the driver side or was way deep behind the insulation. However,
I found a small circular pass thru for my wires. NOTE: Some of the openings are for the foot well
panel clips to reconnect to the car so don't use them. The rubber connector tube seems like it
carried less wiring than the drivers door and by this time after doing three tubes I had become
such a pro at passing my LEDs wiring thru that I managed to do it without having to unbuckle
the tube's wire harness connector head, so I didn't need to unplug the battery because the
airbag was not unplugged. Wiring and double insulation for this door should be identical to the
drivers door. It is obviously not my picture but it gives the idea of what I'm describing. You must
be logged in to rate content! Login Register. TIPS: 1. That way seemed more impossible to me
as the rubber tube needs to be sealed flush against the holes in the door and car and any LED
wires not going into the tube will leave a nice gap where the tube seals against the holes that
will obviously and eventually let water in. Insulating the wires will protect them for the speaker
magnets. Here are some pics of the inner door final wiring The Passenger front door's only
exception here is the Glove Box NEEDS to be removed before the foot well panel in order to get
into the hole going to the rubber door tube. Read the Full Article: www. Join the Community
Today! Register Here. Adrian Dorofte. High-end BMW vehicles and models equipped with the
relevant Exterior Light Package offer the possibility to play with the lighting system of the
package as to be greeted in style whenever you open your Bimmer. You simply have to press
CAR on the touch-sensitive iDrive control display, then select Settings from the list and finally
choose the Exterior Lighting option. In this enhanced menu, you can select the turn signals to
flash 3 times when briefly touched and you can as well adapt the headlight projection to beam
according to either right-hand or left-hand traffic. Besides these features, you can also
individualize the Welcome Light function. What is important to know is that BMW models are
equipped with a certain safety feature, which helps reduce the burden and energy drainage on
the battery. Both the handle and carpet lights will be on for a limited amount of time, as a
precautionary measure to preserve battery energy. The chosen exterior color is classic and
long-standing Sapphire Black. The featured model is wearing the inch, matte-black finish M
alloy wheels, just like the G21 I tested in November. The BMW Individual Merino fine-leather
upholstery for the dashboard is used, therefore the lower section of the dashboard is colored in
black, not Cognac shade. The refined high-gloss brown ash wood trims further round off this
elegant and tasteful configuration. To make the most of this nice exterior lighting setting, make
sure that the light projectors are always clean. Continue Reading Below. Facebook Twitter
Email. You may also like. More from How-To. Videos See all. What has changed from previous
model 29 March About Advertise Contact. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla

pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt
mollit anim id est laborum. This fits your BMW. Change BMW. Each price is the suggested retail
price and is subject to change. Unless otherwise stated, price excludes installation and taxes.
Installed prices are based on an estimated installation time and the center's labor rate, and are
subject to change. Check with your authorized BMW center for complete accuracy of
information and product availability. Skip to Content. Accessories Exterior Lights and Lenses.
DownLoad PDF. We need to verify this fits your BMW. Select Your BMW. BMW Original. Delivery
or Pickup. Ship to me. Pickup in store. Add To Cart Out of Stock. Center pricing will be
displayed once item is added to cart. Enter your e-mail address below and your selected dealer
will contact you with further details on the item s availability Email. I understand that an
authorized BMW Dealership may contact me with offers or information about their products and
services. We've received your request for this item. Your dealer will contact you. Product
Headlines supported. BMW LED Door Projectors make entering your vehicle an experience all
on its own, via a projected image displayed on the ground beneath the front doors. Direct
replacement for the existing puddle lights. For even more customization, the image is
interchangeable by inserting different slides into the projector. Set includes driver and
passenger side. Warranty repairs do not constitute an extension of the original limited warranty
period for the vehicle or any parts including accessories thereof. Some states do not allow
limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not apply to
you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which
vary from State to State. Report Website Issues. All fields are required. Your message has been
received. Our customer support team will respond as soon as possible. Skip to main content.
Include description. Door Handle Items Door Handle Bezel 24 Items Not Specified 12 Items BMW
Items OEM 2 Items 2. Unbranded 9 Items 9. Not Specified 42 Items Black 36 Items Blue 25 Items
Gray 21 Items Silver 18 Items White 14 Items Carbon Fiber 34 Items Plastic 17 Items Chrome 7
Items 7. Stainless Steel 5 Items 5. Not Specified Items Placement on Vehicle. Right 91 Items Left
73 Items Front, Right Side 60 Items Front, Left Side 45 Items Rear, Right Side 32 Items
Unspecified Length 5 Items 5. Lifetime 5 Items 5. Surface Finish. Carbon Fiber Print 24 Items
Painted 24 Items Polished 5 Items 5. Chrome 1 Items 1. New Items New other see details 7 Items
7. Used Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item
Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Gallery View
Customize. Find the right parts for your BMW. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the
right parts faster. Last one. Free returns. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in
currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars
based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the
Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Apr Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Current No. Genuine BMW. Founded in in Bavaria, Germany BMW has produced high
performance automobiles since the release of the sensational roadster. Introduction of the e9
CS coupes and e24 6 series coupes paved the way for the iconic e30 which created and
dominated the executive sports sedan market securing BMW an indelible page in automotive
history. Not content to rest on its laurels BMW cultivated the 7 series as a worthy antagonist to
the Mercedes S-class sedans and released the exotic i to compete with the CL and CL luxury
performance coupes. Establishing itself also as a premier luxury car manufacturer BMW has
secured an enviable spot at the table with the German big three. Keeping that soul stirring BMW
engine running smooth as silk is our passion at eEuroparts. We have access to thousands of
Genuine BMW parts that are either in stock or just a few days away. When you buy Genuine
BMW parts you're buying and replacing the parts on your vehicle with a part of the exact same
quality, fit, and finish of the original. Genuine BMW sets the standard for your vehicle. If this is
not the exact Interior Door Handle Light LED you are looking for, or you would like this part in a
brand other than Genuine BMW, please contact us and one of our customer service experts will
help you locate the exact part you need. Within 30 days of your shipment date, defective parts
may be returned for a refund, store credit, or exchange. After 30 days this product is supported
by a one 1 year warranty against defect. After 30 days and up to one 1 year from your shipment
date, defective parts may be exchanged for a new part which carries a new one 1 year warranty
from date of shipment. The costs to ship you a new one and ship the defect back to us is not
included in this warranty. After one 1 year eEuroparts. No exchange will be offered outside of
the manufacturer's warranty process. Parts covered by the manufacturer warranty need to be
exchanged through the manufacturer and may take up to weeks. This warranty is inclusive
meaning that if it is not specifically stated here it is not covered. Labor to replace the damage

part and any consequential damage due to failure of the part are never covered under this
warranty. Every eEuroparts. The item must be new and in its original manufacturer packaging to
be eligible for a cash refund. If you would like to return an item or have questions about the
process, please contact us and one of our customer service experts will be happy to help. This
information is only a summary. Complete shipping and return policy information can be found
in our web site policies. Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your suggestions for
improving eEuroparts. If you have any questions please contact us. Thank you for taking the
time to let us know about an issue with one of our listings. Want to narrow your results? We are
processing a warranty replacement order for you. Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to
your credit card in the amount of the replacement order. This "hold" will only be completed into
a charge in the event that the warranty item is not returned to us within 1 week of receiving the
replacement item or the item is being returned for reasons other than the warranty issue stated.
If you are using a debit card for this order the "hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the
funds unavailable for your use. If you're using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit
card. Do I have your authorization to proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts
may not ship with your order. Please allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders
shipment. In order to add an item to a project you must be logged in. If you do not have an
account please click the link below. Contact eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that
fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned multiple car options. This happens when the VIN lookup
software we use does not return specific engine or trim information. Click your engine or body
trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to
ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the Special Order policy. Recently Viewed and
Suggested Parts. In Stock [ info ]. Quality: Genuine [ info ]. Warranty: 1 Year [ info ]. Add to Cart.
Click a year range, make, and model below for additional information. Delivery Info eEuroparts.
Returns Info eEuroparts. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or Register an account below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with.
Your email has been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected! Please
Login In order to add an item to a project you must be logged in. Share Link:.

